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Abstract. The concept of approximation is one of the most fundamental in rough set theory. In
this work we examine this basic notion as well as its extensions and modifications. The goal is
to construct a parameterized approximation mechanism making it possible to develop multi–stage
multi–level concept hierarchies that are capable of maintaining acceptable level of imprecision from
input to output.

1. Introduction
The notion of concept approximation is a focal point of many approaches to data analysis based on rough
set theory. The original concept of indiscernibility and approximation (Pawlak, 1982), as presented in
[12], is meant to provide a way of dealing with inconsistency and incompleteness in data. Elegantly and
simply devised, the rough set approximations proved to be a useful tool in supporting data–related tasks
such as classification, decision making, and description.
In the original rough set setting we are looking on data using the “glasses” which are determined by
the choice of attributes (measurements) we are provided. The inconsistency, vagueness and imprecision
are intrinsic to the information system we are given. The shape of approximation (upper/lower) depends
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only on the choice of attributes. That may be regarded as both advantage, since it provides simplicity
and clarity and disadvantage, since there may not be enough flexibility for some applications.
It should be, however, noticed that the canonical approach to concept approximation is rarely used
to the full extent. In the majority of rough set applications, the approximations based on the original
set of attributes (objects’ features) are used only at some initial stage of inductive learning. However, in
most cases the final system is based on extended representation. Majority of the existing solutions (see
[2, 7, 11]) make use of decision rules derived from data and accompanied with a recipé for their usage.
We show that approximations of concepts retrieved from such a system can be enriched by using some
patterns defined by rule based classifiers or other classifiers. Such approach is much more flexible and
better suited for multi–stage reasoning schemes (see [17]) that are discussed further in the paper.
The importance of proper approximation choice becomes much more crucial when it comes to construction of compound decision support and classification systems. These systems create higher level
concepts using as building blocks not only attribute values but also previously derived, more primitive
concepts. The lower level concepts may be created with use of approximate techniques as well. Therefore, higher level concepts incorporate not only the imprecision resulting from the way they are being
constructed but also the imprecision inherited from the lower level concepts. The crucial point is to assure the parameterized space of possible approximations. Then, by proper tuning of parameters we may
control the proliferation of imprecision. In rough set terms this corresponds to setting proper constraints
for the size and shape of boundary region.
To illustrate the problems that require multi–layered approximation schemes and compound concept
approximation, let us bring two examples related to RoboCup [1] and WITAS project [3, 10, 17].
The RoboCup [1] is an initiative aimed at fostering research in the field of cooperative autonomous
robotics by construction of programs for control of robots which play football. If we consider the algorithms controlling behavior of the player (robot) we have to take into account several concepts which
should be understandable to it. The player perceives its current stage by measuring some attributes as
position, position of other robots, position of the ball and behavior of other players. To take decision the
player should not only take into account simple observations, but also the concepts of higher level such
as situation on the field. The decision rule for such a robot could be:
If all players of my team are forwarding and all players of the opposite team I can see are backing up
then I should go forward even if I have no information about current position of the ball.
Notice that to use such rule the robot has to establish first concepts such us all players, go forward
etc., and then use them in higher level decision making. Naturally, such more primitive concepts may be
approximately established.
Another example comes from the WITAS project (see [3, 10, 17]). The aim of this project is to
construct an unmanned aerial vehicle (autonomous helicopter) capable of recognizing the road situation
underneath and take appropriate action. The aircraft is equipped with several sensors, most importantly
- a video camera. From the image analysis module the decision system receives primitive concepts such
as color blobs and lines. Then it has to map these measurements to the primitive concepts such as cars,
roads, crossings, etc. Next stage involves creation of more compound concepts like overtake. From these
concepts some more sophisticated notions may be derived. The final rule may look like:
If two cars are driving at high speed and there is a sharp turn on the road and one car tries to overtake
the other and the road is slippery then I should report dangerous situation even if the weather conditions
are good.
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Age

Sex

Cholesterol

Resting ECG

Heart rate

Sick

53

M

203

hyp

155

yes

60

M

185

hyp

155

yes

40

M

199

norm

178

no

...

...

...

...

...

...

Table 1.

Example of information table from heart–disease domain

The paper presents the topics sketched above in the following way. First, the concept of rough set approximation is introduced and discussed. After that we present and discuss the approximations induced
by rule sets and concept assessment schemes accompanying them. Finally, we present how the proposed
approach deals with the issue of construction of compound concept hierarchies while preserving approximation quality. We also make connections with the concept of parameterized approximation space [17]
and ideas connected to the approach known as rough mereology [14, 15]. This paper is an extension
of contribution [4] that was presented at the Conference on Rough Sets, Fuzzy Sets, Data Mining and
Granular Computing in Chongqing, China.

2. Rough set preliminaries
2.1. Information systems


An information system [12] is a pair   
, where is a non–empty, finite set of objects and is
  

a non–empty, finite set, of attributes. Each
corresponds to the function
, where  is

called the value set of . Elements of could be interpreted as cases, states, patients, observations, etc.

, we associate with any non–empty set of attributes  
Given an information system   


the -information signature for any object 
by     
. The set


  
 is called the –information set and it is denoted by    .
The above formal definition of information systems is very general and it covers many different “real
information systems”, e.g., elementary database systems. For simplification, we will use the simplest
form of information systems called “information table”. Information system can be implemented as a
two–dimensional array (matrix) called an information table. In an information table, we usually associate
its rows with objects (more precisely information vectors of objects), its columns with attributes and its
cells with values of attributes on objects (see Table 1).
In supervised learning problems, objects from the training set are pre–classified into several cate  
gories or classes. To deal with such type of data we use decision systems of the form   
,
 !
where
is a distinguished attribute called decision and elements of attribute set are called

conditions. In practice, decision systems contain a description of a finite sample of objects from larger
(possibly infinite) universe " . Conditions are attributes such that their values are known for all objects

from " , but decision is a function defined on the objects from the sample only. In example from Table
1 we can take last column as describing decision. Usually decision attribute is a characteristic function
of an unknown concept or several concepts on a sample of objects. The main problem of learning theory

is to generalize the decision function (concept description) that is partially defined on the sample , to
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the universe " . Without loss of generality one can assume that the domain  of the decision
is
        

     
equal to 
. The decision
determines a partition 
 of the universe
 

 


 
   is called the –th decision class of  for
, where
.


 





By class distribution of any set
 , we mean the vector
 
  
 , where
 

    
is the number of objects from belonging to the –th decision class.

2.2. Concept approximation
In many real–life situations, we are not able to give an exact definition of the concept.
For example, frequently we are using adjectives like “good”, “nice”, etc., but no one can define
exactly such concepts like “nice person”, “young man”. This concept looks to be easy to define by age,
e.g., with the rule:

THEN is young
IF  

but it is very unnatural to say that “ is not young because  
  ” for small positive . Such
uncertain situations are caused by either the lack of information about the concept or by the richness of
natural language. There are different approaches to deal with uncertain and vague concepts like multi–
valued logics, fuzzy set theory, and rough set theory. Using these approaches, concepts are defined
by “multi–valued membership function” instead of classical “binary (crisp) membership relations” (set
characteristic functions). In particular, what we want to underline in this paper is that rough set approach
offers a way for establishing membership functions that are data–grounded, making them significantly
different from other kinds of membership functions that need preliminary assumptions.
defined over the universe " of objects (  " ), the
In rough set approach, assuming a concept
problem is to find a description of the concept , which can be expressed in a predefined descriptive
language, which is a set of formulae that are interpretable as subsets of " . In general, the problem is to
find a description of a concept
in a language  (e.g., consisting of boolean formulae defined over
subset of attributes) assuming the concept is definable in another language   (e.g., natural language, or
defined by a set of attributes).
Usually, the concept is specified partially, i.e., values of the characteristic function of is given

only on a small subset  " called the training sample. Such information makes it possible to search
for patterns in a given language defining in the training sample sets included (or sufficiently included)
into a given concept. Observe that the approximations of a concept cannot be defined uniquely for a given
sample of objects. The approximations of the whole concept
are obtained by induction from given


information on a sample of objects (containing some positive examples  and negative examples

 ). Hence, the quality of such approximations should be verified on new testing objects. Thus we
propose to search for concept approximations gradually. Parameterized patterns defined by rough membership functions related to classifiers help to discover relevant patterns on the object universe extended
by adding new testing objects. In the paper we present illustrative examples of such parameterized patterns. By tuning parameters of such patterns one can obtain patterns relevant for concept approximation

 
of the extended training sample by testing objects from
where 
" .
One should also consider uncertainty that may be present while representing objects. They are described by some features (attributes) which causes some objects to become indiscernible with respect to
these features. In practice, objects from " are perceived by means of information vectors being vectors
of attribute values (information signature). In this case, the language  consists of boolean formulae
defined over accessible (effectively measurable) attributes.
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Due to bounds on expressiveness of language  in the universe " , we are forced to find some approximate rather than exact description of a given concept. Rough set methodology for approximation


of a concept
 " assuming and "
are known only on a sample
 " , can be based on



finding pairs  
of object sets in " satisfying the following conditions:

  "   "   are subsets of " expressible in the language  ;
 
  
2.     

3. the set ( ) is maximal (minimal) in the family of sets definable in  satisfying (2).
 
The sets and are called the lower approximation and the upper approximation of the concept  "
   is called the boundary region of

(generated by its sample on ), respectively. The set  
  if   ,
approximation of . The set
is called rough with respect to its approximations 


is called crisp in " . the pair 
is also called the “rough set” (for the concept ). In
otherwise
1.

practical applications the last constraint in the above definition can be hard to satisfy. Hence, by using
some heuristics we construct sub–optimal instead of maximal or minimal sets. Also, since at the moment

of approximation construction we only know it may be necessary to change approximation after we
gain more information about " (new objects arrive). The rough approximation of concept can be also
defined by means of rough membership function.

 
Definition 2.1. A function  "
is called a rough membership function of the concept
"



approximated by 
only on a sample
 " ) if and only if
     "   (assuming
 and"   are"known
 .

  and 
 
Let us note some general features of rough membership functions from Definition 2.1:
1. If we are in possession of an algorithm which makes it possible to construct a function   for
 
the set of attributes on the basis of   then any function  "
established in this
way is a rough membership function on " .

 
2. Any rough membership function  "
defines a rough approximation
where
   "        "    
Example 2.1. Let us consider the function 

 

 


 




if 
if 
if 





 



,

defined as follows:


 


This function can be treated as rough membership function of the notion: “the young man”. The lower
and upper approximation together with and boundary region are as follows:
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From mathematical point of view, the previous definition does not make a difference between rough
membership functions and fuzzy membership functions. The difference is based on the way they are
established. The fuzzy membership functions of sets (also set operations like sum, product or negation)
are usually determined by expert, while rough membership functions are derived from experimental data.

Note that the proposed concept approximations are not defined uniquely from a given sample 
of objects. They are obtained by inducing the concept
 " approximations from given information on


Hence, the quality of such approximations should be verified on new objects. This is the reason
behind our proposal of searching for concept approximations gradually. The parametrization delivered
by rough membership functions related to classifiers makes it possible to discover relevant patterns in the
object universe extended by adding new (testing) objects. In the following sections we present illustrative
examples of such parameterized patterns. By tuning parameters of such patterns one can obtain patterns
relevant for concept approximation of the extended training sample by testing objects.

3. Attribute–based approximations
In this section we discuss a basic approach to determine the rough approximations to a concept. It was
presented in [12] and will be called herein “standard.”
Rough set approximations [12, 13] are fundamental and widely used in many reasoning methods
under uncertainty (caused, e.g., by the lack of some attributes). For a given information system  



and an attribute set   , one can define a -indiscernibility relation   assuming





  



 

     



Its 
equivalence classes are defined by




   
. The problem is to define a concept

 
   for any object 

 , assuming that only some attributes from   are given. This problem is often specified by
  
  
   

  for 
  for  ! .
a decision system    
, where
, and






Attributes from  determine
membership
for the concept
by
 the! rough
  function





  


  




 















This function, according to the rough membership function definition, yields rough approximations of
the concept by using indiscernibility classes:

 

 










 
 








 
 









 







 


 









called the –lower and the –upper approximation of
     is called –boundary region of the conceptin . , respectively. The set   
Please note that in such a definition of approximation we adopt the closed world assumption, i.e., the
concept approximation problem is related to objects from the information system  only. In inductive
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learning, it is necessary to extend the rough set based approximations for objects outside . Unfortunately, the lack of generalization in the
process of attribute–based approximations implies that there may


    . Hence, for such objects we are unable to make
exist objects  "  satisfying 

any decision. In the following sections we discuss some extensions of approximations on supersets of
which are less sensitive to the problems mentioned above.

4. Case–based approximations
In case–based reasoning methods, like –NN ( –Nearest–Neighbor, see [8]) method, it is necessary to
 
define a distance function between objects
" "
 . The problem of searching for a relevant
distance function for the given data set is not trivial, but at this point, let us assume that such function
has been already defined.

In –NN classification method, the decision for a new object  "  is made on the basis of the
            with objects from  which are nearest to  with respect to the
set   
 and for any object        we have
distance function . So, for any object    


 
 . Usually is a parameter which can be determined by expert or constructed from
experimental data. The -NN classifiers frequently use voting algorithm for establishing final decision,

         
i.e., the decision value for new object  can be predicted by:
 


where
 
 is the class distribution of the set 

        

   
 
satisfying   


,
   . The voting function can return the most frequent decision value occurring in   






i.e.,
   if and only if  is the largest value among  
 . In case of imbalanced data, the
 
vector  
 can first be scaled with respect to global class distribution, and after that the voting
algorithm can be employed.
  Let us define a
We are now going to present the rough approximation based on the sets   
family of functions by

  if  


 

   if 
 
 



if 


 . Any such function


where      is the –th coordinate in the class distribution
 of   

  
defines patterns described
by means of the following formulae:  
, where




 

   One can tune parameters of such formulae to obtain new relevant patterns for
 and

the concept approximation on the considered extension of the universe by testing objects.

This rough membership function defines a rough approximation of  decision class. For an object
 " , we have:


 









  



 











As we mentioned above, the disadvantage of –NN methods is based on the assumption that the
distance function is already defined for all pairs of objects, which is not the case for many complex data
sets.
In the next section we present the alternative way to define the rough approximation.
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5. Rule–based approximations
  
Let   

be a decision system. Any implication of the form
 
 
   
   


(1)

  , is called a decision rule for the –th decision class. Any decision rule  of
and 
where 
the above form can be characterized by the following parameters:
    = the number of descriptors in the premise of ;
  = carrier of , i.e., the set of objects satisfying the premise of ;
 

 

 = number of objects satisfying the premise of ;
  


    = the measure of truth of the decision rule =   


 

The decision rule  is called consistent with  if     .
In data mining, we are interested in searching for short, strong decision rules with high confidence.
The linguistic features like “short”, “strong” or “high confidence” of decision rules can be formulated
by means of their length, support or confidence. Many decision rule generation methods have been
developed using rough set theory (see e.g., [5, 7, 16, 2]).
One of the most interesting approaches is related to minimal consistent decision rules. Given a
  
  
 
decision table   
  , the decision rule:        
     

is called minimal consistent decision rule if it is consistent with  and any decision rule  created from
 by removing one of descriptors from left hand side of  is not consistent with . The set of all minimal
  
consistent decision rules for a given decision table , denoted by      , can be found by
computing object oriented reducts (or local reducts) as in [5, 9, 19].
  
The elements of      can be treated as interesting, valuable and useful patterns in
data and used as a knowledge base in classification systems. Unfortunately, the number of such patterns
can be exponential with respect to the size of a given decision table [5, 9, 16, 19]. In practice, we must
apply some heuristics to generate a subset of decision rules. We mention some of them:
  
1. Rule filtering: Instead of      , we can use the set of short, strong, and highly
accurate decision rules defined by:
 
  
  


         r is minimal


   

 
 


 

  

All heuristics for object oriented reducts can be modified to extracting decision rules from
 
  
       .
  
2. Object covering: The main idea is based on searching from      minimal set of

rules that cover almost all objects from . There exist many such covering algorithms, see [7, 19]
for more details;
The rule based classification methods work in three phases:
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1. Learning phase: generates a set of decision rules RULES  (satisfying some predefined conditions) from a given decision system .
2. Rule selection phase: selects from RULES  the subset of rules such that they are supported by

  
, where  " is a testing object. We denote this set by 
  .
3. Decision making phase: makes a decision for  using some voting algorithm for decision rules

  
from 
 
A rule based classifier works as follows. Suppose we would like to decide if a given object 
"

  
 
 is the set of all
belongs to the –th decision class. Let 
  
, where
decision rules for -th class matched by  and
is the set of decision rules for other classes matched

by . We assign two real values 
defined by

 

   

   
   










  






   





  
 
where
are called for and against weights of the object , and    is a normalized
 





function depending on 
 ,    ,    and some global information about the
decision system  like decision system size, global class distribution, etc. (see [5]). Using some relation
the classifier predicts the decision.
ships between 
Note, that in such an approach any classifier can be identified with a membership function. We can
define rule–based classifiers by a parameterized function of the following form:
   
IF
 THEN    

   

    

ELSE








   
 




 





     
if       
if    

if

where and are parameters that allow to search for new relevant patterns (pieces of concept description) for the concept approximation on the extension of the initial training sample by testing objects.
Proper tuning of and gives us ability to retain the desired level of confidence without necessity of
   reconstruction, while new, previously unseen objects appear.





6. Approximations of compound objects
As mentioned before, here we are not only concerned with approximation of concepts that are described
with simple attributes but also with higher level concepts established from already existing ones. The
idea is to use approximations in the way which gives us the ability to control the level of approximation
quality (imprecision level).


To simplify notation let us assume that we have two concepts  and  that are given by means of
    
rule–based approximations derived from decision systems  and , where   
    
and   
.


Hence, we are given two sets of patterns for approximation of concepts  and  (see Section 5).
These patterns are defined by the left hand sides of minimal decision rules formulae related to the classi

fiers used for construction of approximations for  and  . They can be obtained by tuning parameters
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 and  
 discussed previously.
We want to establish a relevant
     

set of patterns and parameters for the target concept , i.e.  
.


Henceforth we are given two rough membership
 ,  . These
functions are
    functions

 


 
determined with use of parameter sets  
 and  
, respectively.
     

Similar set of parameters  
 for the target concept , which we want to describe


with use of rough membership function   . As previously, the parameters
are user-configurable
 

and serve as controls for the boundary region. But, we still need to derive 
 from the data.
The issue is to define a decision system from which we can derive rules determining approximations

 

of . Let us recall that both simpler concepts ,  and the target concept are defined over the same
    

universe " and are specified on a sample  " . To complete the construction of   

 
we need to specify    . The decision attribute is known for an arbitrary object 
and
conditional attributes in (the simplest case of) our proposal are either rough 
memberships
for
simpler

   


concepts (       ) or weights for simpler concepts (   
). In
the former case we concentrate on the degree of inclusion while in the later case we take into account the
relationships with positive and negative information generated during object classification.

By performing learning of rules from  we create rule–based approximations of the concept . It is

important to mention that such rules describing can use attributes that are in fact outputs of classifiers
themselves. Therefore, in order to have more readable and intuitively understandable description as
well as more control over quality of approximation (especially for new cases) it pays off to stratify and
interpret attribute domains for attributes in  . Relevant patterns used in rules for such approach can

then match linguistic statements such as ”the likeliness of the occurrence of  is low”. Subsets of
attribute values are then identified with notions such us ”certain”, ”low”, ”high” etc. It is quite natural,
            
to introduce linearly ordered subsets of attribute ranges, e.g.,   


  .
That yields fuzzy–like layout of attribute values. One may (and in some cases should) consider also the
case when these subsets overlap. Then, there may be more linguistic valued attached to attribute values
since variables like low or medium appear.
Stratification of attribute values and introduction of linguistic variable attached to the strata provides

a way for representing knowledge in more human-readable format since for new object 
"  to
be classified we may use rules like:



If compliance of  with  is high or medium and compliance of  with  is high then 
.
Another advantage of imposing the division of attribute value sets lays in extended control over
flexibility and validity of system constructed in this way. We gain the ability of making system more
stable and inductively correct and we control the general layout of boundary regions that contribute
to construction of the target concept. The process of setting the intervals for attribute values may be
performed by hand or with use of automated methods for interval construction, e.g., clustering, template
analysis, and discretization. For some discussion of this approach, related to rough neurocomputing and
computing with words see [17].

     
     
     

    

   

       



7. Conclusions and further directions
In the paper we have presented a collection of basic ideas that redefine the view on the approximation
of concepts in rough set framework. There is still much more to be done. Only some of the techniques
mentioned in the paper are already implemented and can be tested (see e.g., [2]).
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Still, there are much more issues that accompany the task of proper approximation construction. One
of them is related to an incremental construction (incremental learning) of approximations. It is a big

challenge to devise the method that will be capable of learning an approximation from the sample and


then, given enriched (finite) sample
, extend the approximation with few simple steps, without
fundamental reconstruction.
Another topic is the investigation of partially defined rough membership functions. In this paper the
set of objects, which do not belong to the rough membership function’s domain, is treated as a part of
the boundary region (see sect. 5). This solution stems from the fact that rough set methods are based
on intuitive 3–valued logics. We are convinced that it can be improved by introducing intuitive 4-value
logics [6, 18].
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